The complex projective line and the complex quadric are the only compact Riemann surfaces in the complex projective plane with constant scalar normal curvature.
We call 2 hfjcoio),ea the second fundamental form of the immersed manifold M. The mean curvature vector is given by (1/n) 2* (2< ^¿í)eaWe denote by ÄT# the length of the curvature form of the normal connection, i.e., (2.9) KN = ¿^ SßnSßii> Sßa = Z, ("ik"jk ~ njkhik).
We call KN the scalar normal curvature of this immersion. The forms (co') define a connection in the tangent bundle T= TiM) and the (ft>$) define a connection in the normal bundle TJ-= T1iM). Consequently, we have covariant differentiation which maps a section of T1®^®-■ -®T*, (71*; k times), into a section of TX®T*®-• -®T*®T*, (F*; k+\ times). The second fundamental form hf, is a section of the vector bundle TL®T*®T*.
We take exterior differentiation of (2.3) and define h\jk by (2.10) 2 tfX = -*« -2 W -2 fe'X + 2 *?,«>;• Then (2.11) 2 (*» + Pn»)^ a co* = 0.
We take exterior differentiation of (2.10) and define h%m by (2.12) 2 <*f»1 = ¿Ka -2 KfA -2 *&P>) -I Kn< + 2 ti«fl>"fi-
The Laplacian A/r?3 of the second fundamental form A?, is defined by (2.13) An?, = 2 Kmk By a straightforward, simple calculation we have [3] Ah*j = 2_ Kkij + z, (~K-ijßhkk + 2Kßkihjk -K^h^ + 2K^kjhki)
Proof of Main Theorem. Let CPm be the complex projective space of complex dimension m=l+p/2 with the Fubini-Study metric. Let M be a compact Riemann surface holomorphically immersed in CPm, and J be the complex structure of CPm. Then M is a minimal submanifold in CPm and the curvature tensor of CPm is given by From now on, we assume that the scalar normal curvature KN of M in CPm is constant. We now consider the cases ^=0
and KNr¿Q separately. Case KN9i0. We define a linear mapping cp from the normal space T¿-at p into the space of all symmetric matrices of order 2 by 9?(2 "«0 = 2 V*H*-Set Ov = cp~1i0). Then by the assumption KN^0 and 2 h"n=0, we see that dim Op=2m-4. Let A¿ be the subspace of F¿-given by 
